
Cumberland’s experience and engineering continue to bring you a 
complete watering system loaded with innovation and features that 
promote large healthy birds and dry floors.

WATERING SYSTEMS

This system features an important innovation: using ball valve sitting on toggle pin. It has 
a 360 side-to-side toggle action screw in nipple, which makes drinking four times easier 
than ever before. The upper metering ball precisely control the flow of water through the 
valve and the high quality snap on drip cup which keeps the litter dry.

Cumberland Watering Systems deliver superior overall performance, 
meets the highest global standard. 

Nipple & Drip Cup
• Cumberland uses hardened high grade stainless steel balls for a tighter seal and
    accurate flow control
• Inner components are contained and will not disassemble during shipping
• Screw in nipple uses all stainless steel components manufactured in USA
• No special wrench required for assembly

• 4 different styles available to meet all 
    watering needs
• Only 3 moving parts
• Extra long life
• 360° toggle
• Four times easier action
• Quick and easy assembly (no wrench 
    required)
• High precision stainless steel ball and seat
• Lower pin drinking cavity attracts chicks
• Standard Twin Lock connection interchanges 
   with other brands
• The double locking feature compresses and 
    seals the o-ring uniformly around the drinker

Self sealing cap at clear sight tube to prevent 
water spillage.



Features:
• Easily triggered with 360º side-action pin
• Stainless steel nipple with flow rate 56-86 ml/min 
• Removable top pin
• Plastic nipple with flow rate of 70-72 ml/min

Stainless Steel CW-10015
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Plastic Nipple CW-P10013
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Flushing of the Cumberland Watering System requires no extra plumbing and valves. 
The Cumberland Regulator can be easily removed from the watering line without 
interfering with the suspension of the watering line. The heavy-duty housing of the 
Cumberland Water Regulator design allows higher incoming water pressure and helps 
to prevent any leakage where housing is bolted together. Square pipe adaptor kit is 
available for Square Pipe System.

Convenient Flush
GSI’s unique flush lever is 
designed for greater 
versatility and ease of 
use, no by-pass necessary

Removable End Cap
This regulator can be easily 
removed from the watering 
line without interfering with 
the suspension of the 
watering line. 

With the unique in-line design, it can be 
used as a mid-line regulator by simply 
removing the end cap.

• Bleeds air from high spots
• Offers mid-line sight gauge reading
• Can be installed anywhere

• Extra strong design
• All flexible sight gauge allows easy pressure 
    reading
• Require no valve at end kit to flush

Regulator for Both Round and 
Square Pipe Systems

Heavy-duty
Square pipe adaptor available as an accessory for 
square pipe systems.

Delivers high volume of water at an adjustable 
pressure


